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Operational Practice 

Storage Recovery Program Improves Utilization and Cuts Costs  

Cisco IT Operational Practice / Storage / Storage Utilization Management: This 
Operational Practice describes Cisco IT’s storage utilization management implementation 
within the Cisco network, a leading-edge enterprise environment that is one of the largest 
and most complex in the world. Cisco customers can draw on Cisco IT's real-world 
experience to help support similar storage management needs.   
 

Overview 
Cost- and resource-efficient storage utilization management is an issue for most organizations. Generally, 
storage utilization management challenges occur in four main categories: 

• Underutilization―Storage devices that have nothing stored on them are a waste of both physical 
and financial resources. 

• Difficulty of recovery and repurposing―The recovery and repurposing of available storage is 
frequently overlooked and can be difficult. 

• Poor storage forecasts―With the difficulty of repurposing and the sometimes rapid growth of 
clients’ storage needs, it is common practice for database administrators (DBAs) and system 
administrators to allocate a buffer for unforeseen eventualities. When DBAs feel they have little 
visibility into their clients’ future storage requirements, the size of this buffer grows more. 

• High cost of buying and maintaining storage―Both the cost of buying storage and the skilled 
resources required to manage it are high. The cost of high-performance, protected storage 
subsystems can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars, with even greater costs for resources to ensure 
that they all operate efficiently. Cisco® IT estimates that it costs about US$100,000 to replace 1 
terabyte (TB) of supported, protected storage (or $100 per gigabyte [GB]).  

Cisco Systems® instituted a Storage Recovery Program (SRP) focused on recovering and repurposing 
wasted storage resources, with the goal of reducing both operational and capital expenses.  

The SRP team realized approximately $6.7 million in savings and cost avoidance over a nine-month period 
(ending July 31, 2004) and is continuing these efforts today. The cost savings were the result of three new 
efforts in Cisco IT: 

1. Metrics―Collecting data about current storage utilization to accurately assess storage management. 

2. Storage-Use Strategy―Developing utilization practices throughout the storage management 
lifecycle and introducing new database request procedures. 

3. Communication and Adoption―Using metrics and storage-use strategies to influence ongoing 
behavioral changes, as well as three additional programs 
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• Tactical Recovery Program―Repurposing databases that hadn’t been used in several months, 
recovering unused reserve (buffer) storage, consolidating storage, etc. 

• Bytes Back Club―An incentive program rewarding end users and infrastructure team members 
for every gigabyte of frame storage recovered. This program realized nearly $4.2M of the total 
savings (or 63%) in only nine months. 

• Ongoing Reports and Governance―The adoption of new processes to better forecast, plan, 
justify, and reserve storage. 

 

Background  

Increasing Need for Storage  
Storage growth in the last few years have been phenomenal. Cisco IT continues to spend more than half it’s 
annual Data Center budget on storage needs. In the last five years, storage has been growing an average of 
74% per year, although this growth rate has been slowing down in the last two years. Growth from 2003 to 
2004 was down to only 28%; but the total storage available in Cisco now stands at a rather large 2.1 
Petabytes (see Figure 1). A common solution to the rapid growth in storage needs has been to ensure 
enough capacity through over-provisioning, which means buying more storage disks. This action has 
resulted in an average industry storage utilization rate of about 30 percent.  

Figure 1  Cisco Storage Capacity Growth  
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In a survey conducted by Forrester Research (Figure 2), average storage utilization varied between 40 and 
80 percent, with 80 percent of respondents indicating that “their storage is unevenly utilized.”1   

Figure 2  Storage Often Underutilized (from”Slaying the storage beast” – a Forrester Report by Galen Schreck, March 2001)  

 

 

It is difficult to know exactly how much storage is unutilized in an enterprise; partly because the definition 
of “utilization” is not always consistent. Many reports define “utilization” as the percentage of the storage 
device that has been formatted or allocated for direct access by applications or end users. The leftover 
portion of the disk device is called “unutilized”. However, that statistic doesn’t capture the true utilization 
of storage resources. Even after the storage drives are formatted, they may not be allocated to projects. 
Storage that has been allocated to projects may not actually be storing data. Lastly, stored data may not 
actually be used. However utilization is defined, unused storage resources quickly drive up storage costs. 
Businesses wanting to control costs must better utilize their current storage resources and reduce storage 
needs by better controlling data storage and removal processes.  
 
Within Cisco, the first step toward improved utilization was the migration from Direct Access Storage 
(DAS) to Storage Area Networking (SAN). According to one report (McKinsey and Merrill Lynch The 
Storage Report – Customer Perspectives & Industry Evolution – 19 June 2001) the average utilization rate 
in DAS environments is about 50%. Cisco IT found this to be a reasonable average. DAS storage is often 
underutilized because of port density issues at the disk adapter, host bus adapter or switch port level. The 
same report suggested that the average utilization rate in SAN environments is about 85%. Cisco IT 
believes that with the use of VSAN technology this utilization rate can be closer to about 90%.  
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Schreck, G. Making Storage Organic, Forrester Research, Inc., May 2002 
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Figure 3  Average Utilization Improves with Managed SAN  

 

(Source: “The Storage Report - Customer Perspectives & Industry Evolution “ 19 June 2001 by Merrill Lynch & Company and McKinsey & 
Company ) 

 
The second step toward improving storage utilization goes beyond the definition of “utilization” as a 
measure of what portion of the disk is formatted. Cisco IT has found that there a lot of storage that has been 
thought of as “utilized” can be reclaimed and re-utilized. This requires a campaign to identify storage that 
will no longer be used, and making it available to other projects. 
 
The rest of this section will describe at a high level how Cisco IT migrated from a DAS to a SAN 
environment. The rest of this operational practice will describe in some detail how Cisco IT carried out its 
campaign to reclaim unused space, recovered and repurposed more than 67 TB of storage within nine 
months, saving Cisco more than $6.7 million. 
 
 

DAS to SAN Migration 
In 2000 the vast majority of enterprise storage was direct (or distributed) attached storage (DAS). Most 
servers have some number of built-in hard drives for local data storage (Figure 4) but directly linking all 
storage to individual servers severely limits flexibility and makes it difficult to manage utilization. To 
overcome these limitations, organizations have been increasingly turning to storage area networks (SANs). 
In SANs, storage is not directly connected to servers but instead is consolidated into one or more storage-
only networks that are available to any number of servers (Figure 5). SANs seem to offer the best path to 
better utilization and cost savings, as well as to greater flexibility as storage environments grow larger and 
more complex. 
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The costs of managing numerous DAS systems in large server environments can be prohibitive. 
Management costs grow significantly over time because DAS places a heavier burden on IT staff. Powerful 
management tools do exist in DAS environments, such as cluster management software that can fail over 
server processes and storage to a secondary server, but SANs generally offer multiple-path capabilities 
between servers and storage frames.  

SANs also offer redundant architectures that do not require as much manual intervention as DAS, and 
redundancy and protection capabilities that are not available with DAS. Technologies such as snapshots and 
shadow caching, where backup routines use fast cache memory to back up online data, allow storage 
administrators to back up active datasets without taking them offline. According to Taufer, moving to SAN 
from DAS allows IT to run backups without losing performance, to cluster with different operating systems, 
and to establish redundancy and fault tolerance.2 

 

Figure 4  DAS Architecture 

 

Figure 5  SAN Architecture 

 

                                                 
2 Christine Taylor Chudnow, Storage and Web Server Clusters, Computer Technology Review Magazine 
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Benefits of SAN Architecture 
SANs offer the following operational advantages over the traditional DAS model: 

• Gains in storage management—SANs consolidate multiple storage systems into fewer units, 
resulting in better management and productivity gains for infrastructure staff. 

• Better storage utilization—SANs allow sharing of a storage pool across multiple hosts, enabling 
better utilization. 

 

Challenge 

Storage Requirements Increase, Utilization Still a Challenge 
As a result of the global economic downturn that began in 2001, Cisco’s business operations slowed and 
spending on new internal IT projects decreased. In contrast to this trend, expenditures continued to increase. 
Cisco’s storage growth has been even greater than industry averages and presents many of the challenges of 
the increasing technical and organizational complexity noted by Galen Schreck.  

An analysis of Cisco’s storage utilization rates identified storage utilization at less than 60 percent. More 
importantly, the rate dropped to about 25 percent for active, productive storage use. An example of 
underutilized storage is a test database that consumes as much as a terabyte of storage but may not have 
been accessed for six months. The storage was required and used at one time, but since then could have 
been repurposed for other projects, thereby reducing overall storage growth. 

Storage growth rates were inconsistent with declining business growth rates and management had limited 
insight into what was causing the discrepancy. The growth in storage was not only straining capital budgets 
but also affecting Cisco IT’s ability to maintain service levels with existing staff and data center resources. 
A renewed focus on reducing expenses led to an examination of how effectively the storage-related funds 
were being spent. Despite a consensus that storage use was a problem, people had varying opinions and 
theories on the nature of the underlying problem and an effective solution.  

With Cisco IT’s transition to storage networking, determining the direct correlation between business 
requirements, specific IT projects, and demand for storage became difficult, and a focus on best storage 
practices became imperative. In addition to managing physical storage resources, Cisco IT needed to 
manage utilization. Cisco IT proposed identifying underutilized storage capacity and stored data that was no 
longer needed, and reusing those storage resources. 

Financial Accounting for SANs  
The Cisco IT organization is decentralized with relatively autonomous IT groups supporting process-
oriented business units. Different business units within Cisco have different storage requirements and 
different service-level agreements for their storage. This organizational structure, in which  direct attached 
storage was always purchased and allocated per project and per business unit, increased the challenge of 
compliance and support across the company. 
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Although IT staff are colocated with the internal process functions they support, the hardware is relatively 
centralized in three locations: San Jose, California, and Research triangle Park (RTP), New Jersey in the 
United States; and Amsterdam in the Netherlands. See Appendix A for a brief description of these sites. 

With the increasing use of the SAN architecture (Figure 6), one important issue is the lack of correlation 
between storage and projects. Using DAS, a server usually would be dedicated to a specific project, which 
meant all the storage attached to that server was also dedicated to that project and accounted for in the 
project’s financial budget. With the changeover to the SAN architecture, that direct correlation no longer 
exists. This provides an opportunity for better storage utilization but not without difficulties. Although 
storage is allocated from a pool to a project, unused storage still belongs to that project. Unused storage in 
that allocation is unavailable to other projects, although in theory any unused storage could be released for 
other projects that are attached to the SAN. 

The problem with allocating storage to projects highlights some issues: 

• Who owns the unused storage in the allocation pool? Is it the project manager for the project, or 
anyone who needs it? 

• DBAs and system administrators build storage buffers to prepare for unforeseen requirements, which 
negates some of the major advantages of using a SAN architecture. 

• Without a proper forecasting, planning, and reservation system, storage can be double allocated; that 
is, two projects with future storage needs assume that there is enough storage in the allocation pool 
for their needs, when, in reality, the allocation pool can only satisfy one of them. 

 

 

Solution 

Migrate from DAS to SAN 
In FY2001 DAS was the primary external storage used by hosts in the data center. Since then Cisco has 
been deploying SANs, taking advantage of Cisco  MDS device switching and virtual storage management 
capabilities (Figure 6). 

Note: Engineering clients, remote offices, desktop-shared file systems, and Web content primarily use 
network attached storage (NAS), which enables file-oriented access by users without a separate host. A 
limited amount of internal or local storage is used by the hosts for booting, swapping, system files, and 
some user directory storage. Internal storage is outside the scope of this paper.  
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Figure 6  Cisco IT Storage Over Four Years 

 

 

The Storage Management Lifecycle 
In the process of analyzing how existing storage assets were being used, a consistent lifecycle (or process 
through which all storage progresses consistently) was discovered. Storage moves through several stages 
from the time it is purchased as physical storage to the time that it is used. Physical storage is configured, 
made addressable from the hosts and then divided into logical volumes. These volumes are then used by the 
application allocation units, and then finally used by a selected application.  

We found that at each stage in the lifecycle, different groups were responsible, different steps were 
necessary to deploy and repurpose the storage, and repurposing became increasingly more difficult as the 
storage progressed through the stages. Until this time, there was no clear recognition of the stages nor were 
there defined recovery procedures for any stage.  
 
The SRP team found that just as IT projects have a predictable path and are typically managed using a 
system development lifecycle methodology (SDLC), storage also has a predictable lifecycle that needs to be 
understood and managed to optimize the use of storage assets. 
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Figure 7  The Storage Management Lifecycle 
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Different groups manage storage in each stage, beginning with the storage management team, then system 
administrators, then database administrators, and finally application development and support teams. It 
became important to know how effectively storage was used at each stage so that the situation could be 
assessed and an approach to improve the overall utilization could be determined.  

The six stages of the SMLC (Figure 7) are the responsibility of four different organizational areas: 

• The storage management team is responsible for ordering, deploying, and configuring storage. This 
team is primarily concerned with storage supply; that is, they manage the order lead time, ensure that 
disk resources are appropriately positioned in the data center, and ensure disk resources are 
configured and available for use when needed. 

• System administrators assume responsibility for configured and addressable storage, and create 
volumes and volume groups to be used by application development teams.  

• Database administrators take the volumes provided to them and associate them with databases etc., 
and allocate space for new and growing databases as they determine it is needed.  

• Finally, storage used by the applications becomes the responsibility of the application developers 
and support teams. 
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Each individual responsible for the deployment and management of storage keeps their own private buffer 
of available storage to mitigate being unable to respond to and deliver on storage requests. The net result 
was that a 10 to 20 percent cushion existed at every stage of the SMLC, creating low net storage utilization. 

It is important to distinguish between two terms that, although they sound similar, have different 
applications and meanings: 

Storage Resource Management: This term often takes on the meaning of managing the availability of 
storage assets to meet business needs focused largely on storage supply.  

Storage Utilization Management: Storage utilization implies the concept of how effectively the resource is 
being used. For example, if a database occupies 95 percent of the space allocated to it, but only 20 percent 
of the data in the database is needed, the effective utilization is something far below the indicated 95 
percent. Likewise, if 500 GB are allocated to a database but tables within the tablespaces only occupy 100 
GB, the utilization rate is significantly misrepresented. The DBA responsible has significant cushion built in 
(and disguised fairly well) but the true utilization rate is low. 

The axiom “if you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it” clearly applies here. With a complete inability to 
identify storage utilization rates or issues at each of the stages, it is not possible to improve overall 
utilization in any significant way.  

 

Storage Recovery Program  

With the primary business objectives of reducing capital expenditure and reducing operational expenses, the 
SRP was initiated in December 2002. Cisco IT worked closely with storage vendor experts from a 
consulting organization as members of the SRP team. The project was funded and implemented as an 
infrastructure-based, enterprisewide initiative. Critical elements of the approach included: 

• Creating and defining the storage management lifecycle; essential to understanding the storage 
utilization management dynamics and the root cause of many of the behaviors commonly found in 
groups responsible for storage utilization. 

• A focus on metric analysis to identify short-term storage recovery opportunities as well as root 
causes to affect long-term behavioral changes. 

• Benchmarking existing Cisco practices against known best practices to build a future vision and 
direction. 

• Involving IT management in the analysis process to provide direction and generate organizational 
acceptance of the potential strategy. 

• Segmenting the list of projects resulting from the analysis into modules that could be undertaken as 
relatively independent initiatives, all working toward the goal of more effective storage utilization. 

• Even though emphasis was on quick tactical wins, the charter included building a sustaining process 
for prudent use of this important resource in IT. 
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The three efforts that made up the scope of the program depended, to a greater or lesser extent, on these 
three foundations: 

1. Metrics 
The nightly collection process delivers all the data into the datamart. Analysis of this data highlights 
areas of possible storage recovery (such as underutilized databases). In addition, the metrics are used 
to report the results of better processes and tactical wins. 

2. Storage Use Strategy 
This strategy provides an understanding of the storage management lifecycle by identifying 
reasonable and prudent use and thresholds at each stage in the lifecycle. For instance, we can 
identify that system administrators will keep a buffer of addressable storage to accommodate 
unforeseen circumstances. We might then say that this buffer should be 5 percent or less of the total 
addressable storage.  

3. Communication and Adoption 
Communicating the metrics and storage use strategy to the client community was essential, as was a 
way of ensuring the adoption of the new practices that had been developed. 

 

Metrics 
We can’t improve what we can’t measure. The SRP team set about collecting data and populating an 
analytic datamart to begin generating a cumulative history of storage utilization (Figure 8).  

The team focused on identifying the accurate and relevant measures required to influence the direction of 
this program and other initiatives in IT. This was believed to be the foundation and primary method of 
measuring performance and driving governance for the program. Primary metrics included in the scope 
were: 

• Storage use by department 

• Total terabytes and related business unit, including the number of databases, files, etc. 

• Total cost of ownership of storage assets 

• Storage utilization rates 

In addition to further defining these measures, the team identified integrated data collection points, 
responsibilities, and tools within the existing IT lifecycle processes.  

 
 

 

A simplified diagram of the nightly Metrics Gathering process is shown in Figure 8, wherein three classes 

of metrics were collected: Frame, Host, and Database. Within these three classes there were several 

different categories: 
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• Frame Metrics Categories 

– LUNs 

• Host Metrics Categories 

– Volume Groups 

– Logical Volumes 

– Filesystems 

• Database Metrics Categories  

– Tablespaces 

– Data files 

– Schemas 

For each of these categories the following data was collected:  

• Used GB 

• Free GB 

• Undetermined GB 

• RAID level 

 

For the LUNs category, we gathered data about which hosts the LUN was visible from and which volume 

group the LUN was a member of. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8  Nightly Metrics Gathering Process
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Reports 
 

Numerous reporting tools were developed against the datamart to allow the various owners of each stage of 

the SMLC to identify and recover or repurpose storage. 

The first report developed, the SRP Dashboard, is an overview of the entire SMLC process (Figure 9). Other 

reports include: 

• Stale Databases 

• Active Unused Database 

• Database Dashboard 

• Schema Dashboard 

• Unused Logical Volumes 

• Reserved Space Report 

Examples and demonstrations of these reports are provided in Appendix B. 

Figure 9  The SRP Dashboard 
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Reduce Storage Demand 
 

The team focused on reducing the demand for storage by influencing its use within IT. Databases were 
initially targeted because they use the most expensive storage and are the single largest consumer of storage 
resources.. To reduce overall storage demand, the following activities were undertaken: 

• Reduce the number of database instances (especially given the proliferation of development 
databases in an enterprise resource planning [ERP] environment). Too many databases lead to 
wasted storage, redundant processing, and inconsistencies in the data. 

• Develop and deploy a database request process that rewards using an existing database instead of 
creating a new one. Cisco IT used a checklist based on a decision tree to determine when it was 
necessary to create a new database instance (see database request process and checklist in Appendix 
C). 

• Develop a model and software to map storage occupied by databases to every stage of the storage 
management lifecycle (Figure 7). 

• Enhance and develop the Purge and Archive policy and processes for large database objects 
(Information Lifecycle Management). 
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• Develop fragmentation and free-space management guidelines. 

• Augment and enhance existing policies and procedures to reflect best practices. 

• Integrate best practices for storage use with Cisco’s standard processes for storage lifecycle 
management and delivery 

• Focus on improving storage use by DBAs, developers, system administrators, and application 
developers.  

• Align backup and high-availability policies with business requirements. 

New Database Request Process 
More than 95 percent of storage requests at Cisco are for new databases, whether completely new or as 
copies of extant databases. Therefore, it was decided firstly to attempt to implement a new database request 
process. Users now have to use an application to request a new database. When this is authorized, hosts are 
nominated to hold the database and LUNs are reserved for the implementation of the database. This has all 
been integrated with the analytical datamart, giving not only an historical analysis tool, but also a 
forecasting and planning utility. 

 

Communicate and Adopt Storage Management 
From the outset, the success of this initiative was highly dependant on acceptance by the staff at Cisco and 
this effort required effective communication and adoption measures. It’s well known that changing how 
people think is much more difficult than merely changing instructions for how they should behave. 
Changing how people think, so that the organizational change becomes a permanent part of the culture, 
usually requires more than 12 months to occur. Milestones included: 

• Conducting facilitated sessions with the infrastructure management team, database administrators, 
system administrators, application developers, project managers, etc. This allowed each of these 
interest groups to contribute to the overall solution. them. 

• Using the existing processes and collateral of Cisco’s standard processes for storage lifecycle 
management and delivery where possible. This allowed a minimal degree of change overall for staff, 
increasing the likelihood of adoption. 

• Educating staff at all levels of the organization about the identified best practices, allowing them to 
understand and then accept the new practices as they were introduced. 

• Providing regular program and project status to the team, management, and the IT community at 
large. Regular and extensive communications were crucial elements in sustaining focus on the 
initiative. 

• Maintaining an internal program team Website, applying frequent updates, and making online 
storage management tools available from the site. This was an important vehicle for enterprisewide 
communication and a site for new tools for a DBAs, system administrators, storage managers, 
software engineers, etc. 
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• Developing and communicating adoption strategies for each of the program tracks. 

• Starting a storage recovery incentive program to encourage change and sensitivity to the value of 
storage resources at a grass-roots level. Staff were rewarded and acknowledged for recovering and 
repurposing storage assets as well as recycling databases and servers. Media used to promote the 
“Bytes Back Club” included e-mail, newsletters, online advertising, voice-mail messages, all-hands 
meeting announcements, brown bag sessions, and internal Website publications (see Appendix E for 
examples). 

 

 

Bytes Back Club 
The Bytes Back Club was a membership program for both client-funded project and infrastructure team 

members within Cisco globally. The Club encouraged and rewarded early adoption of new 
processes and tools to more effectively manage storage at Cisco. 

 

The Bytes Back Club covered only the more expensive EMC/XP storage frames because 
these have the most influence on Cisco's profitability. Other storage devices, for example on laptops, NT 
shared folders, etc. did not qualify for the program. The qualified storage was presented to squad members 
in the Bytes Back application. 

Membership 

There were two levels of membership in the Bytes Back Club incentive program: end users and members of 
the infrastructure teams.  See Appendix D for more information on the team’s structure. 

End users are awarded a small amount of money for every gigabyte recovered from the following: 

• Database recovery 

• Database server recovery 

• Tablespace deletion (production databases only) 

• File system deletion 

• User storage reduction 

• Schema reduction or deletion (production databases only). 

In addition, end users were given a bonus award for the recovery of an entire database, or the recovery of a 
database server. 

Similarly, infrastructure team members were awarded a small amount of money for every gigabyte 
recovered (the amount awarded to the infrastructure team was half that of the end user teams, because the 
infrastructure team has far more scope for returning storage and, to a certain extent, it is part of their job 
description). Following are the types of storage that the infrastructure team could report as recovered: 
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For system administrators: 

• Returning a logical volume (or raw device) to a volume group: 
Deleting the logical volume and freeing the space to be reallocated within that particular host  

• Returning a LUN to a frame: 
Disassociating the LUN from the volume group allowing it to be reallocated to any host attached to 
the frame  

• Returning a volume group to a frame: Deleting the volume group and returning all its LUNs to the 
frame. 

For DBAs: 

• Removing all references to a recovered database: 
Dropping database; removing all data files, log files, and archived log files; updating the Oracle 
Name server; updating the host's oratab; removing the init*.ora; removing all references to the 
database, etc.  

• Dropping a tablespace from a database: 
Dropping a tablespace from a database and ensuring that the logical volume is recovered (if 
appropriate)  

• Dropping a schema from a database: 
Dropping a schema and all its objects.  

As a squad's award account reached a certain threshold, the squad leader started receiving monthly rewards 
to distribute at their discretion. 

Recovered Storage 

After a user had registered and actively started to recover storage, they individually recorded their "Bytes 
Back" by using the following process: 

1. Submitted the recoverable storage they identified using the Record Bytes Back page.  

2. Followed their usual change control process to initiate decommissioning of the recovered storage.  

For each submission, the SRP team validated and verified the total storage recovered and recorded it 
against the submission.  

Verified storage amounts could be more than reported amounts because of the multiplier effect of multiple 
database copies, RAID levels, etc. The verified amounts could also be zero, if the recovered storage was not 
eligible or complete. 

 

Reported Storage Guidelines 

Guidelines to qualify storage reported in the Bytes Back Club were as follows: 
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• Storage decommissioning may not be a part of a prescheduled activity; for example, temporary 
database copies. 

• Storage may not have been temporarily created for a certain period of time for any transitional 
activity.  

• Storage may not be planned for reuse by the same project subsequently or by the next cycle of the 
project. It should be made available for common use.  

• Infrastructure members must first complete all the steps mentioned in the Infrastructure Eligibility 
Added section corresponding to the storage reported.  

• The bonus award for databases shut down is eligible for databases that are more than 10 GB in size. 

 

Results 
The three main efforts of the SRP―metrics, storage use strategy and communication, and adoption of new 
behaviors—have resulted in significant storage recovery and repurposing to other projects. This has not 
only saved operational expenditures, but also created a cost avoidance in capital expenditures because the 
capital purchase of new storage can be delayed. 

Storage Use Strategy 
The storage management lifecycle has been essential in underpinning the entire SRP process. The lifecycle 
has enabled identification and targeting of areas within which unreasonable amounts of reserve were held. 
More importantly, it has shaped the definition of responsibilities for each stage of storage use. 

Without the storage lifecycle, the SRP would probably have focused on trying to reduce the number of 
databases and other end-user objects. With the SMLC concept, the SRP team was able to focus on all stages 
of storage and ensure that a saving at any stage was carried through to the point where the storage had re-
entered the general allocation pool. 

Communication and Adoption 

Tactical Recovery Program 
The Tactical Recovery Program, consisting of the archive and shutdown of unused databases, and the 
consolidation of databases where appropriate, resulted in 67 TB of recovered storage, at a saving to Cisco of 
$6.7 million.  

Bytes Back Club 
Everyone participating in the Bytes Back Club is aware of the true cost of storage to Cisco and the need to 
effectively manage storage utilization. The Bytes Back Club incentive program recovered more than 42 TB 
of the total recovered storage in just nine months. This saving is impressive, but the change in behavior that 
the program has influenced is much more significant.  

To encourage the same behaviors after the Bytes Back Club ends, another initiative was started to institute 
objective metrics in the employee review process. Infrastructure employees are often rewarded (in terms of 
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positive performance reviews) for their ability to manage emergencies and unforeseen circumstances, 
despite that the emergencies could be of their own making or lack of foresight. The DBA or system 
administrator that quietly performs their job with no emergencies and everything running smoothly is rarely 
recognized. 

Cisco intends to adopt a series of metrics based on the information in the datamart that will allow an 
objective analysis of infrastructure employee performance. The metrics will include activities such as 
effective and efficient storage utilization, storage demand planning, quality of implementations, and 
effective reuse of data. 

 

Conclusion 
In the year since the SRP team was established, it has: 

• Promulgated the idea of the storage management lifecycle 

• Communicated to both the infrastructure team and end users about the need for new behaviors and 
processes related to storage utilization 

• Recovered 27 databases representing 1.7 TB in the tactical recovery program 

• Recovered and repurposed more than 42 TB of storage through the Bytes Back Club incentive 
program 

• Instituted the first phase of a true storage demand planning system though the new database request 
process 

• Instituted objective metrics for measuring and rewarding individuals for good job performance. 

The program has recovered and repurposed more than 67 TB of storage, saving Cisco more than $6.7 
million within nine months (as at July 31, 2004.) 
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Appendix A—Data Center Storage at Cisco 
Storage Components and Reference Environment 
 

The following diagrams show how different components and storage technologies are used in the Cisco network. The three main data center 
locations are San Jose, California, and Research Triangle Park (RTP), North Carolina in the United States; and Amsterdam, in the Netherlands.  

Figure 1   DAS Reference Environment 

 

Figure 2  SAN Reference Environment 
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Figure 3  NAS Reference Environment 

 

Cisco MDS: Enabler for SAN Implementation at Cisco 
Cisco MDS was a compelling platform for Cisco IT infrastructure because it enabled a large and cost-effective SAN migration. The 
differentiating features of the Cisco MDS switch include: 

Architecture—Cisco MDS architecture is scalable, flexible, manageable, and supports SAN-based storage utilization. The Cisco MDS is easy to 
deploy and manage in a variety of configurations.  

Investment protection, whether Fibre Channel or IP―The chassis, supervisors, power supplies, etc. remain the same and the only modification 
required is to upgrade line card modules. This enables Cisco to quickly respond to technology trends or changes in a customer's environment, 
saving the customer both time and money. 

Protocol and transport optimization—From a single platform, high-end, mission-critical servers can be connected to storage using Fibre 
Channel and mid-range NT servers can be connected to storage using cost-effective Small Computer System Interface over IP (iSCSI). Cisco IT 
is using iSCSI connections in smaller data centers where groups of NT servers require lower-cost access to shared SAN storage, to extend the 
benefits of SANs to smaller servers without incurring the cost of Fibre Channel connections.   

IP network infrastructure provides major advantages for interconnecting servers to block-orientated storage devices. Primarily, IP storage 
networks offer major cost benefits because Ethernet and its associated devices are significantly less expensive than their Fibre Channel 
equivalents. In addition, IP networks provide enhanced security, scalability, interoperability, and network management over a traditional Fibre 
Channel network.  

The Cisco MDS offers three management options that can be used individually or together. First, the command-line interface is similar to the 
Cisco IOS® interface and uses a mature and robust command line for managing the platform. This interface is familiar to all that have Cisco 
networking experience and is robust enough to accept scripts through the interface. The Cisco Fabric Manager is an all-inclusive intuitive GUI 
for managing the entire environment. Finally, many management software companies plan to interface to this open platform and provide their 
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own storage and SAN management services. All releases of SAN-OS support SNMP v1, v2c, and v3 for management. SAN-OS 2.0 is 
compliant with the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) Web Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) architecture and the Common 
Information Model (CIM), which is used  by the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) Storage Management Initiative Specification 
(SMI-S). 

 

Multiprotocol Support and Virtualization: iSCSI, FCIP, VSANs 
 

From an architectural standpoint the MDS 9000 supports four storage transport protocols: Fiber Channel; iSCSI; Fiber Channel over IP (FCIP); 
and FICON. (It also supports many other protocols, e.g.  IP over Fiber Channel (IPFC), but this is mainly for in-band management and is not a 
storage transport protocol.) The ability to support these four protocols offers two significant benefits. First, the platform supports cost-effective 
storage connectivity, which means that Fibre Channel connectivity and low cost iSCSI connectivity can be offered through the same fabric. In 
addition, by providing Fiber Channel over IP in the same platform, the MDS 9000 offers a cost-effective implementation of enterprisewide 
business continuance with common management, security, and diagnostic software. 

iSCSI―iSCSI SANs offer better utilization of storage network resources and eliminate the need for separate parallel WAN and MAN 
infrastructures. Since iSCSI uses TCP/IP as its transport for SCSI, data can be passed over existing IP-based host connections using Ethernet. 
Additional value can be realized by better utilizing existing Fibre Channel back-end storage resources. Because hosts can utilize their existing 
IP and Ethernet network connections with the addition of a software iSCSI driver to access storage elements, storage consolidation efforts can 
be extended to the mid-range server at a relatively lower cost while improving the utilization of existing storage devices.  

FCIP―Until recently, business continuance and disaster recovery plans that transfer critical data to diverse locations have been feasible only 
for the largest enterprises. Transferring SAN traffic across significant distances has traditionally been accomplished with technology that puts 
the SAN traffic directly on a SDH/SONET system, directly onto dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) systems, or even onto dark 
fibre. FCIP technology provides a cost-effective alternative and uses the low-cost IP network to transfer SAN data. This one technology brings 
true business continuance and disaster recovery within reach of the small and midsize business (SMB) customer. FCIP also provides a much 
lower cost alternative for the large enterprise. Cisco IT is just beginning to use FCIP over the traditional campus IP LAN, connecting two data 
centers to form a single virtual data center. 

VSAN ― VSAN functionality enables the ability to build isolated virtual SAN fabrics within a common physical infrastructure to consolidate 
SAN islands without compromising SAN isolation and stability. Cisco IT was able to maintain a separate set of business applications while 
sharing back-end storage resources across these applications. Interconnecting isolated VSANs within the organization using Inter-VSAN 
Routing results in better disk and tape utilization. 

Virtualization ― Virtualization leverages the intelligent network services provided by the Cisco MDS 9000. By decoupling application access 
to data from the underlying physical devices, virtualization offers the ability to easily migrate data from one set of storage devices to another, 
upgrade and manage storage arrays to the hosts, and partition storage capacity virtually so that it can be securely and independently 
administered.  

Multilayer Intelligence 
Multilayer intelligence is the crucial feature set for providing large-scale SAN implementations that are stable and secure. High port density 
requires levels of intelligent services that maintain the availability of the network. To meet the highest levels of scalability and high availability, 
Cisco has implemented four critical software components within the MDS architecture.  
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VSAN is one of the cornerstone functions that enable the implementation of large SAN consolidations. By providing logical SAN environments 
that are independent of one another on the same fabric, Cisco is delivering logical partitioning for the SAN in the same way it did for the LAN, 
and in much the same way server and disk vendors have done for years.  

With multiple SANs sharing the physical platform, security software that allows per-VSAN administrative access with role-based security is 
necessary for secure management of the storage environment. Role-based security makes the information necessary to effectively manage this 
environment available to authorized personnel in a safe, controlled manner and maintains the high availability standards required in large 
environments. Not everyone requires root access, but many would benefit from controlled access to valuable information.  

The third software requirement is diagnostics. Taking a SAN down to plug in a network analyzer is not the best way to ensure high availability. 
Cisco offers diagnostic tools that are within the platform and can operate while the SAN is operational. SPAN is a critical feature that allows the 
creation of a virtual port that will gather and report the information needed to resolve an issue on an active port. Cisco internal diagnostics 
provide detection, diagnosis, and resolution in the event that problems occur. 

Traffic management and quality-of-service software is designed into the MDS to ensure the performance of all the data traffic throughout the 
fabric, with appropriate levels of priority. 

Open Storage Services Platform 
The Cisco MDS platform offers a solid infrastructure that provides scalability, stability, and security, which form the operational foundation 
required in large environments.  

The Cisco MDS 9000 is an open platform for application design. Some software functions might be better served from a network rather than 
from a traditional server. Cisco intends to focus on the foundation software previously described but many traditional software companies view 
the Cisco MDS as an ideal platform for new network-based applications. Virtualization and volume management are two of these applications. 
Software companies are also interested in applications that focus on data mobility and data provisioning.  

Investment Protection 
The early implementation of SANs created an environment with many independent SAN islands that are costly to maintain and manage. The 
Cisco MDS platform has flexible connectivity options such as FCIP and iSCSI, offers stable and secure scalability such as VSANs and virtual 
port diagnostics, and provides a solid infrastructure that software partners can use to develop network-based applications.  
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Appendix B—Examples of Reports 
Database Dashboard 
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 Schema Dashboard 
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Inactive Databases  
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Active Unused Database 
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Unused Logical Volumes 
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Databases with Large Amounts of Reserved Space 
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Appendix C—Database Request Process and Checklist 
 

Developing the Database Request Process  
 

Physical    

Deploy 

 
 

Develop 
Draft 

Process 

 
Review 

with 
Select IT 

Infra-
structure 

Staff  

 
Review 

with 
Select 
Client 
Staff 

 
Review 
with all 
DBAs 
and 

Infra-
structure 

PMs 
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CFP project manager 
advises ITEAM 

representative of need for 
new database and submits 
appropriate documentation

CFP analyst or project 
manager assembles 

required DB 
documentation 

IT project manager 
assigns completed 
request to DBA for 

processing 

DBA secures 
necessary IT 

approvals 

DBA completes new DB 
Checklist and validates that 
new database is warranted 

CFP analyst or project 
manager secures approvals 

of CFP project manager, 
architect, and management 

CFP analyst or project 
manager develop 
proposed solution 

New Policy: 
All new database requests and requests for copies of 
databases must be done in the context of a project  
tracked in emPOWER. A New Database Request  
Checklist must be completed as part of the 
infrastructure engagement process.  

Business owner 
requests new 

application 

DBA notifies CFP and  
IT project manager of 

available options 

DBA creates new 
database 

 

 

Identification Checklist   Identification Checklist   
    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Request Dt:

Due Dt:

Describe Need:

DBA: Copied DB Nm:

CFP Name:

iTeam Rep: New DB Nm/Desc:

Requestor:

CFP PM:
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New Database Justification Checklist 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Database Justification
3rd party appl. requires a stand alone db 
Architecturally impossible to share existing db 
DMZ requirements warrant a separate db?
Sensitivity of data makes another copy essential? 
Performance requirements make it impossible to share
Proposed db need availability is > than source? 
Purge policy of new db makes new db essential?
Dev/Test requirements make it impossible to share a db
Pristine, full-size database is essential
Other, Please specify

Supplimentary Documentation - Needed for Approval
Data flow diagram 

Description of user base 

New db features the app will be using (JMS, XML…) 
DR and reporting requirements
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Approvals and Supplementary Information 
  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Legend:  = CFP Requestor
 = DBA

Project & resource time lines 
Initial requirement (in GB) and expected DB growth

SLA (batch/peak usage window, annual usage profile) 

Refresh schedule 

Supplementary Documentation - Needed for DB Creation
Application host information
Support model (contacts) 

Can the requestor use an existing database? 
Database request status:  Y = Approved, N = Declined

Infrastructure DBA
Infrastructure Management

EA Partner - SAT Rep.
iTeam Rep.

Approvals
CFP PM
CFP IT Manager

 
 
DB Request Process 
 
 

• The New DB Request Checklist is available internally. The checklist has online help for each field 
to be completed. 

• During the Analysis stage, the client funded project (CFP) analyst or project manager will complete 
the New DB Request Checklist. This person is the “Requestor.” 

• Light blue boxes on the checklist must be completed by the requestor. As appropriate, brief 
comments or hyperlinks to existing documentation may be used for supporting information, if 
needed. 

• The DBA will complete the dark blue boxes. 
• Using a routed e-mail message with the checklist attached, the requestor will secure CFP internal 

approval for the request from the project manager, IT manager, and Enterprise Architecture (EA) 
representative. In the event that a project manager is the Requestor, only two CFP approvals are 
needed. 
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• The iTEAM (Infrastructure engagement team interfacing application development needs with IT 
infrastructure and change management processes) representative will validate that the approval 
process has been followed appropriately before forwarding a request to a DBA for further 
consideration. 

• The DBA will not create any new databases, copies of existing databases, or new schemas within 
existing databases unless this process is followed and a completed checklist is provided. 

• The DBA will validate whether a new database or schema is warranted. 
• If a new database or schema is not needed, the DBA will communicate that information with the 

suggested alternative approach to the CFP requestor. 
• If a new database or schema is determined to be appropriate, the DBA is responsible for securing the 

necessary approvals as follows: 
– Their team lead for all databases 
– Their Biz. Sys. [EXPAND] Hosting Manager for database requests that are expected to 

require more than 500 GB but less than 1 TB (advise  
DB-Approval@Cisco.com when creating the database) 

– Prior approval from DB-Approval@Cisco.com is required for all requests expected to need 
more than 1 TB of disk space.   

• For approved new database requests, the DBA will work with the Requestor to secure the necessary 
background and architectural information to proceed with the request. 

• For all requests, approved and declined, the DBA will archive the checklist in our internal document 
management system under the DBA section. 
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Appendix D—Storage Reduction Program  
 
 

 

 

Steering Committee 
Project Sponsor / Steering 

Committee 
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Program Owner 

Vendor Program Manager 

Program Management Office 
Program Owner 

Vendor Program Manager 

Tools and Reports SRP Project Website 

F/T F/T

P/T

P/T

P/T

SRP Advisory Team 
Infrastructure, Finance and CFPs 

 - Create database cleanup list 
- Perform purges and cleanup 
- Report recovery successes 

-  Participate in  workshops 
-  Provide status on activities 
-  Actively support SRP 
activities

CFP Team 

Tactical Storage 
Recovery 

CFP Leads 
MFG      
Support 
FIN         
SALES 
Warehouse

P/T 

Communications 

F/T
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Appendix E—The Bytes Back Club 
 

The crucial elements of creating this program were defining the goal, creating and implementing the process, and communicating with all 
parties throughout each stage. 

Define the Goal 
Extensive data analysis was carried out over a historical period to understand database creation and storage patterns within Cisco’s data centers 
worldwide. Cisco Systems actively seeks ways to lower operational expenditures and the results of this analysis, which are in part presented in 
this paper, provided a compelling reason to embark on such a program.  

The analysis provided the achievable goals of the program in terms of expected recoverable space, its location, and the financial effects of 
recovering that space. 

• Potential recoverable: 100+ TB 

•  Confirmed recoverable: 17.67 TB 

• Recovered to date: 17 TB (primarily located in configured storage and volumes not attached to volume groups) 

• Area of focus to include databases, file systems, and users, primarily related to the CFP team  

• 1TB = $100,000 

Define and Implement the Process 
In this phase were three critical activities of equal importance: 

1. Defining the physical mechanism by which members could register their storage space. 

2. Developing effective incentives to motivate staff to engage in the program. 

3. Communicate and market the program across IT  

To communicate to all Cisco sites, connected across our global IP network, we developed an online portal that allowed members to register 
themselves and their teams (squads), independent of their location. Database administrators (DBAs) and systems administrators had access and 
were allowed to: 

• View the current winners 

• Record “bytes back” 

• Track progress 

• View account activity 

• Find recoverable storage 

The “Find recoverable storage” link within the portal was directly linked to databases and storage areas that had been identified as the most 
underutilized. This provided DBAs, system administrators and developers  easy access to their environments, which had been identified as high 
potential cost saving areas.  

Financial incentives were identified for both individual and group contributions. 
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Program Communications 
One of the main challenges for the SRP team was how to get the attention and time of individuals (such as database and system administrators) 
to participate in recovering storage. An element of fun was created in the name “Bytes Back Club” and a critical mechanism to reward behavior 
(in addition to group and individual rewards) was acknowledgement of results by senior IT managers. 

Initially, the critical facets of the program were presented to IT management, with the intent that managers would promote the program within 
their groups. To help ensure longevity of good storage management practices, Cisco IT also took this opportunity to introduce a new storage 
management process, which was to be advocated through the program (see Appendix C). 

The following graphics were part of the presentation the SRP team gave to IT management and illustrate the content and level of 
communication.  

 

 

 

Concepts 
• Start new behavior pattern 
• Encourage vs. Require 
• Grass-roots change 
• Senior executive support 
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The following points were emphasized while this slide was presented: 

• This represents the start of a new way of acting and thinking 

• Begin with brown-bag seminars for managers and leaders 

• Encourage squad formation prior to November 7 announcement 

• CIO to announce BBC launch at the IT All Hands Meeting (Quarterly IT staff meeting) 

• Staff register and get started thinking about where unused storage may reside 

• Squads work together and compete for awards and recognition 

• CFP databases are examined to identify what can be deleted or reduced in size 

• Reusable storage is reported in the BBC application 

• SRP support verifies the amount of storage recovered, which may be much larger than that reported due to RAID, etc. 

• Staff can look at online graphs and reports to track progress and awards 

• Awards given monthly and quarterly to encourage sustained change 

During the presentation, IT management was introduced to the new concept, given a demonstration of the portal, informed about the reward 
categories for individuals and groups, given the start and end dates of the “competition,” and encouraged to promote the program. 

Review Progress and Ongoing Communications 
The reporting module for the portal allowed the team to always have a current status of the number of terabytes recovered over time and to 
compare other teams’ results, which created friendly competition between the groups. The interest from the field was overwhelming―program 
dates were extended twice to allow all eligible teams and individuals to register.  

Program managers regularly communicated with IT managers about the progress of the program, the associated cost savings, and the winners in 
each category for the current period. In addition, major winners were recognized at quarterly IT All Hands meetings and presented their awards 
by the CIO. Club members viewed acknowledgement at this level positively.  

Other communication mechanisms successful in encouraging users to go to the program’s Website were e-mail messages to targeted groups 
with embedded links, and enticing advertising buttons on the IT homepage at important program times (such as award nominations, last two 
weeks to submit recovered storage, etc.). Articles sent to the IT community with photographs of winners accepting awards also served to create 
a sense of achievement for both managers and individual contributors. 
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